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We hope that you are doing well and that you are encouraged in the Lord. It is always exciting to serve the Lord, and it 

is encouraging when we see the fruit of  the gospel through the life of  the local church. (God never promised His 

people an easy life, but no one can ever say that the Christian life is boring.) 

 

Within the past few weeks we had the privilege of  baptizing Caleb. His 

parents, Luis and Kelly, faithfully serve in our local church. They have seen 

evidence of  salvation in Caleb’s life. Therefore, after some good 

conversations with Caleb and his parents, we all truly believe he has repented 

of  his sins and put his faith in Jesus as his Savior.  

 

 

On February 12, Iglesia Bautista de Costa Verde had its very first deacon ordination 

service. Our original plan was to ordain both Falco and Marlon. However, Falco was 

not able to be in the service. (The good news is that Falco now has a full-time job; the 

bad news is that he has to work every Sunday for the time being.) It was a joy to 

explain to the church the significance of  ordination - both what it means and what it 

does not mean. It was also an honor to lay hands on Marlon and pray for him. He was 

so humble and happy when we presented him a certificate of  ordination. By the way, 

we plan to ordain Falco the very first Sunday he is able to attend a service.  

 

We had a camp day on February 4, and everyone seemed 

to have a really good time. From our perspective, it was 

so good to see the people of  the church talking, 

laughing, singing, and even playing together.  
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Because we rent a movie theater on Sunday mornings for our services, we don’t have a lot of  time throughout the 

week to spend time with one another. That’s one reason we are thankful for opportunities like the camp day we had. It 

also leads us to be thankful for the Bible studies we have had in our home over the past month. We have not only had 

meaningful discussions about the topic of  conversion, but those in the studies have also had some really good 

opportunities to get to know one another better.  

Recently, we also had some visitors from the United States. From February 2-7, Anna, Katie, and Lauren visited us, 

and Todd visited us from February 10-17. They served in different ways while they were here, and we are thankful for 

their ministry. Without a doubt, each one of  them was a great encouragement to us. From our standpoint as full-time 

missionaries in a foreign country, the encouragement that we received from them made for two extremely successful 

mission trips!  

Please pray for: 

• A property that can be used for the ministries here in Panamá. We praise the Lord that, through the generosity of  

several individuals and a church, we currently have a little over $113,000. We need to raise approximately an 

additional $200,000 in order to be able to buy a property and do the necessary work to use it. We are asking the 

Lord that He would provide according to His will.  

• Continued spiritual growth, community and fellowship within our local church both through the worship services 

and the Bible study groups. Also, we are praying that we will be able to offer more groups in different homes.  

• A missions day that IBCV will have on March 26. Roy Seals and Jason Sneed will be with us once again this year to 

help the people of  our church have a better understanding of  missions through the local church.  

In Christ,  

Clip, Mary, and Isaac Suddeth
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Almodio, Anna, Lauren, Isaac, Katie, Emily, 
Soukaina, Ashley, and Mary after visiting the 

Wounaan village of  San Antonio.  

Todd, Falco, Haniel, and Mary (Falco’s son and 
wife)


